BEER FLAVOR STABILITY: ESR ASSAY METRICS
ESR Metrics
"OH- radical generating activity" =
quantity of OH- radical generation in
wort after 120 minutes (Suntory)

ESR Metrics
Bruker Instruments EMX EPR spectrophotometer... uses ESR
spectroscopy to detect free radicals ... longer lag times (better
quenching) = more flavor stable beers in forcing tests

T150 is referred to as the "RG" value
in some literature.

Suntory's Endogenous Antioxidant Activity (EAA). The EAA measures
time required for OH- formation in package beer. (+) Higher values are
good! Spectrophotometric based assay with PBN, measuring peak height
of OH- radical generated PBN spin adduct over time (ESR analysis).

ESR = Electron Spin Resonance
EPR = Electron Paramagnetic Resonance

Suntory & ESR:Two ways to assay:
a) EA = lag time....longer is better!
b) "OH Radical Generation Activity" = total area under the curve
at 120 minutes.....less is better in wort and brewhouse samples/
studies.
-

"RG-Value" = Radical Generation
activity...used by Suntory. Uses CF-FIA at
60oC to measure H2O2 generation in wort .
Inverse relationship between
wort RG and beer EA

Bob Foster: "....think of EPR lag time as measuring the pull
date of the beer itself".
ESR estimates OH - radical generation activity of wort and EA-value
in beer during forced oxidation…CL-FIA method detects H2O2
generated in wort & beer during forced oxidation ( H2O2 is one of
the intermediates generated in the formation of OH- radicals ).

T150 = absolute value after 150 minutes, not the
area under the curve to this point!
FOSTER: "since wort has no EPR lag time, the EPR
signal intensity (i.e. radical concentration) after sample
incubation at a constant time (150 seconds), T150, was
used to evaluate worts...the higher the T150 value, the
higher the EPR signal intensity, which is proportional to
higher free radical activity."

Phenols/Tannoids have virtually no
antiradical activity at pH 4.3, thus of
little relevance in flavor stability in the
package. However in malting & in the
brewhouse, with higher pH's, these
fractions can be significant in eventual
beer stability (e.g. added gallotannin to
the mash improves beer stability in
package)! .... a) higher mash-in
temperatures (620C) and
b) biological acidification best means
to increase levels of tannoids in wort
and subsequent beer flavor stability.
Phenols/tannoids excellent at
scavenging oxygen during mashing.
Suggest measuring [tannoids] in wort
to predict eventual beer flavor stability.

ESR Process Surveys

Inverse relationship between RG and EA values....higher
the RG, shorter EA lag time.

Bruker unit: assay includes a "spin-trap reagent
(e.g PBN)"...heat sample to 600C to promote
oxidation...eventually sample reducing power/natural
antioxidants will be consumed and can no longer quench free
radicals.....spin-trap captures the free radicals as detected by
the EPR spectrophotometer. Longer the lag time before
spec readings increase, more flavor stable the beer.

Electron-Spin Resonance
Spectroscopy....measures/determines lag-time
before detection....can also quantify area under curve
of lag -time, called RCI (Radical Concentration
Integral)....smaller areas/RCI values represent higher
anti-radical behavior, better beer stability!

Predicting/Correlating
Flavor Stability

H2O2 (hydrogen peroxide) is also produced during
mashing by the same oxidation of sulfhydryl groups in malt
proteins (forming disulphide bridges) leading to protein
cross-linking and retarding wort separation.

See series V-IX for ESR applications!

Suntory & EA....largest contributor to EA values is
SO2....therefore yeast strain exerts large influence
due to strain dependent differences (assuming all are
happy yeast). Also, important to maintain process
control for consistent levels of SO2 that best fit brand
design target (for optimal fresh beer flavor & long term
flavor stability). As SO2 goes up and down, so too
does flavor stability!

ESR Process Surveys

Bruker: survey of 388 packaged beers revealed
lag times between 0 to 120 minutes.

Foster: NA beers have no lag times due to absence of
ethanol as a radical carrier.......like wort, use T150 values to
assess relative degrees of flavor stability.

Suntory & ESR:
a) sweet wort has little or no OH- radical generation ability.
b) OH- radical generation readily detected in hopped and pitched
wort.....see no lag time.
c) OH- radical generation readily detected during fermenting, aging &
packaged beer ....see lag time (i.e. the "EA" ) in all these process areas.
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